Transient shortening of estrous cycles in aging C57BL/6J mice: effects of spontaneous pseudopregnancy, progesterone, L-dihydroxyphenylalanine, and hydergine.
Regular estrous cycles can be reinitiated in old acyclic female rats by pharmacologic, hormonal, and environmental manipulations. The most responsive acyclic states are persistent vaginal cornification (PVC) and spontaneous pseudopregnancy (SP). However, it is not known if the irregular cyclicity that precedes acyclicity during aging can also be alleviated. We found that transient shortening of estrous cycles follows smear sequences indicative of pseudopregnancy in C57BL/6J mice, aged 9-15 mo, suggesting a role for progesterone. This phenomenon was investigated through a limited model of pseudopregnancy in which intact aging mice with lengthened cycles were given progesterone implants (yielding 70 ng progesterone/ml plasma) that suppressed estrous cycles; upon removal of the implants, cycles were transiently shortened in aging mice. Therefore, we hypothesize that withdrawal from the progesterone elevations associated with SP is the mechanism in shortening subsequent estrous cycles. Effects of central-acting drugs, similar to those used to reinitiate cyclicity in acyclic old rats, were also examined. Hydergine, an ergot mixture with partial dopaminergic and serotonergic agonist activities, suppressed SP when fed to 10- to 12-mo-old, middle-aged mice. Hydergine did not otherwise affect estrous cycle length, prevent PVC, or reinitiate cycling in acyclic PVC mice. Feeding L-dihydroxyphenylalanine to middle-aged mice did not suppress SP, affect estrous cycle lengths, or reinitiate cycles from PVC.